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Despite the semantic simplicity of cardinality constraints, the CNF encodings
typically used to solve them invariably turn one constraint into a large number
of CNF clauses and/or auxiliary variables. This incurs a significant cost, both
in space complexity and in runtime, that could be avoided by reasoning about
cardinality constraints directly within a solver. Adding a single, native cardi-
nality constraint instead of numerous clauses and/or auxiliary variables avoids
any space overhead and simplifies the solver’s procedures for reasoning about
that constraint. Inspired by the simple observation that clauses are cardinality
constraints themselves, and thus cardinality constraints generalize clauses, this
work seeks to answer the question: How much of the research on developing
efficient CNF SAT solvers can be applied to solving cardinality constraints?

Additional motivation came from our experience with a native implementa-
tion of cardinality constraints that was included in some early versions of the
MiniSAT solver [3] as a simple, unoptimized example of the solver’s ability to
easily incorporate non-clausal Boolean constraints. That ability incurred un-
wanted overhead and was removed in later versions, and the native cardinality
constraint implementation received little attention compared to the work done
on CNF encodings. In addition to those early versions of MiniSAT, there have
been other implementations of cardinality constraints that could be considered
“native,” but we are aware of none that integrate the constraints into a SAT
solver by simply extending the existing clauses to incur little to no overhead.

For example, any Pseudo-Boolean (PB) solver or Satisfiability Modulo The-
ories (SMT) solver that handles linear integer arithmetic can solve cardinality
constraints directly, as their constraints subsume both clauses and cardinality.
Numerous PB solvers have been developed by extending a SAT solver, but lit-
tle attention was paid to their performance on CNF. We are aware of only one
experimental comparison between a PB solver and its corresponding SAT solver
on CNF instances [2], comparing PBChaff with ZChaff, and the PB version was
found to be consistently slower; the extension to more expressive constraints
came at a noticeable cost. On the contrary, by restricting the solver to cardinal-
ity constraints and not general PB constraints, the implementation in this work
retains those properties and efficiencies.

Asín, et al. [1] evaluated an “SMT-based approach” to cardinality constraints
that solved them without encoding them to CNF. The “SMT” implementation
was created by “coupling” two solving engines, which does not permit the tight
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integration of cardinality into the SAT solver done in this work, and it did not
perform well compared to CNF encodings. Marques-Silva and Lynce [4] explored
modifications to a SAT solver that improved its efficiency when using a particular
CNF encoding, but it still faced the inherent space complexity of such encodings
and was limited to AtMost constraints with a bound of 1.

The aim of this work is to generalize a state-of-the-art SAT solver at negli-
gible cost, producing a “cardinality solver” we call MiniCARD, and to exhibit
the performance of MiniCARD compared to some of the best-performing CNF
encodings of cardinality constraints. MiniCARD outperforms CNF encodings
of cardinality constraints on all pure-cardinality instances tested, and instances
with a mix of clauses and cardinality constraints exhibit mixed results indicating
some effect beyond the performance of the constraints themselves. The modifi-
cations to the solver are minimal, and it retains its performance on pure CNF
instances. Given the feasibility of achieving increased expressive power over CNF
with minor, performance-neutral changes to a state-of-the-art CNF solver, it is
well worth pursuing further research on cardinality solvers.

Several direction of future research are immediately suggested by this work.
The first is to more completely evaluate the performance of MiniCARD relative
to other means of solving cardinality constraints, especially SAT solvers with
preprocessing. Investigations of specific instances are suggested as well, such as
determining how different cardinality implementations affect applications like
CAMUS and MSU4. And finally, cardinality constraints may be a better target
than CNF for many types of problems and constraints for which CNF encodings
have been developed, such as PB constraints. The greater expressive power of
cardinality solvers with equivalent performance on clauses could enable encod-
ings that are both simpler and more efficient than pure CNF encodings.
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